In this paper, it is presented a methodology for implementing arbitrarily constructed time-homogenous Markov chains with biochemical systems. Not only discrete but also continuous-time Markov chains are allowed to be computed. By employing chemical reaction networks as a programmable language, molecular concentrations serve to denote both input and output values. One reaction network is elaborately designed for each chain. The evolution of species' concentrations over time well matches the transient solutions of the target continuous-time Markov chain, while equilibrium concentrations can indicate the steady state probabilities. Additionally, second-order Markov chains are considered for implementation, with bimolecular reactions rather than unary ones. An original scheme is put forward to compile unimolecular systems to DNA strand displacement reactions for the sake of future physical implementations. Deterministic, stochastic and DNA simulations are provided to enhance correctness, validity and feasibility.
Introduction

Brief introduction
By far, the exploitation and application of traditional computing equipment, such as silicon-based devices, has reached its peak. This urges the need of new material for possibly better computation performance or different application scenarios. Capable of exhibiting abundant dynamic behaviors, chemical reaction networks (CRNs) turn out to be a programmable language, prompting molecular scale material to become a highly promising candidate. As a parallel system in nature, CRNs possess the potential to handle large-scale and sophisticated computations. The past few decades have seen a groundswell of interest in molecular computing no matter concerning academy or industry (Bennett 1982; Stemmer 1995; Pun and Rozenberg 2002; Lund et al. 2010) , with scientists trying to reveal the natural programmability of CRNs. A wealth of research is of primary interest in exploring the potential computational power of biological molecules by implementing digital logic, signal processing and functions (Chen et al. 2014; Jiang et al. 2013a Jiang et al. , b, 2011 Kharam et al. 2011; Salehi et al. 2014; Salehi et al. 2015b Salehi et al. , 2016 . Some other researchers are inclined to biochemically address computationally intractable and complex problems (Adleman 1994; Ouyang et al. 1997; Salehi et al. 2015a; Cardona et al. 2005) . Even more remarkable works (Berry and Boudol 1992; Rothemund 1995; Magnasco 1997; Liekens and Fernando 2007; Soloveichik et al. 2008; Hjelmfelt et al. 1991) , strongly dig out and prove the Turing-universal quality of chemical reaction networks.
Over the past five decades, these works (McQuarrie 1967; Van Kampen 1995; Anderson and Kurtz 2011) have Chuan Zhang and Ziyuan Shen have contributed equally to this work. been pursuing to building stochastic models for chemical kinetics, among which Markov chains play an important role. In the special field of DNA, Kannan et al. (2007) utilizes Markov chains to provide statistical analysis of genome data. While stochastic processes that describe existing chemical systems have been systematically established, the inverse problem of computing stochastic networks by molecular reactions remains unsolved. Only a few people have considered this question in spite of so many extraordinary studies on molecular computing.
Apart from application in chemistry, Markov chains have been successfully applied to a wide range of areas such as digital communications, social networks, finance, and sports. Thus, our work anticipates a main focus on Markov chain related molecular computation. Traditional software utilizes various numerical solution methods for solving Markov chains (Bolch et al. 2006) . When the number of nodes is large enough, the time cost will become too high for us to afford. As a natural system, a chemical reaction network may have the edge for emulating a Markov process in terms of accuracy and time complexity. In fact, Cardon (2005) and Salehi et al. (2015a) have already challenged this topic: estimating the steady state distribution of any discrete-time Markov chain (DTMC) by DNA computing. Exactly belonging to the realm of molecular computing, such idea is greatly updated and innovative. In Cardon's paper (2005) , DNA strands are used to represent Markov chains' vertexes and edges directly, while in Salehi's et al. (2015a) , hypothetical reactions are firstly designed. Besides the stationary behavior, the transient behavior-n-step transition probabilities of DTMC, is well synthesized (Shen et al. 2016) . Unfortunately, none of the aforementioned approaches have made allowance for continuous-time Markov chains (CTMC) or higher-order Markov chains, of which our real life is a closer archetype.
Therefore, this paper attempts to tackle the issue from a more general standpoint. A straightforward and elegant way is proposed for designing CRNs with the functionality of computing not only DTMC but also CTMC and secondorder Markov chains. Similar to Salehi et al. (2015a) , each state is modeled by a unique molecular type. Instead of utilizing control molecules to regulate transitions as in paper (Salehi et al. 2015a) , we model state transitions by various rate constants to reduce the number of needed molecular species and for convenience of DNA implementation. Hence, unimolecular reactions are designed for first-order Markov chains and bimolecular reactions serve to compute second-order ones. Different from electronic systems, molecular systems are usually designed with desired results indicated by concentrations as opposed to voltage. And as such, in our methodology, input and output values, which are a Markov chain's initial distribution and steady state probabilities respectively, are both represented by molecular concentrations. Besides, from simulation results, transient solutions of continuous-time Markov chains can be creditably predicted by the evolution of various species' concentrations over time. Both deterministic and stochastic simulations are provided to validate accuracy. Ordinary differential equations (ODEs) analysis is given for CTMC to prove infallibility on the theoretical level.
It should be noted that any chemical network in this paper is hypothetically shaped. With appropriate structure design, such an abstract set of reactions is said to be able to compute, or namely, simulate Markov processes. Nevertheless, some kind of physical substrate, such as DNAs or proteins, is required to emulate the system. In 2010, Soloveichik et al. (2010) constructed systems of DNA molecules that could closely approximate the dynamic behavior of arbitrary unior bimolecular chemical networks, which endowed this purely conjectural computing method with meaningfulness. In this paper, an original DNA method is proposed, inspired by Soloveichik, for implementing any unimolecular network with only one product in each reaction. Bimolecular networks for second-order Markov chains are ought to be compiled to DNA strand displacement reactions as designed in article (Soloveichik et al. 2010) .
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives a brief preliminary. Section 3 illustrates the complete methodology of designing chemical reactions for Markov chains. Simulation results are given in Sect. 4 and DNA implementation in Sect. 5. Section 6 concludes the entire paper.
Notations in this paper are listed below in Table 1 for clearer reference.
Novelty
This paper has improved and extended the paper (Salehi et al. 2015a ) and borrowed two ideas of it: (1) using molecular concentration to represent the value of probability, and (2) using different kinds of molecules to represent different states.This paper's novelty is listed as below:
-Improvement on the reaction network level has been given. Instead of using bimolecular reactions and different concentrations to control the leaps between states, we utilize unimolecular reactions and different reaction speeds to control the states transmission. Thus, the complexity of reactions can be reduced. -Besides realizing the calculations of steady state distribution of discrete markov chains like in paper (Salehi et al. 2015a) , our paper has realized calculations of steady state distribution and instantaneous distribution of continuous markov chains.
-In this paper, we have proved the feasibility of realizing continuous Markov chains mathematically. We have also modified and improved the DNA implementation of unimolecular CRNs. CRN computations of secondorder Markov-process has been offered as well.
Preliminaries
Stochastic and deterministic models are two most common models for describing chemical reaction networks. Preliminaries are given below for preparing simulations and explaining the novelty of our work.
Deterministic model versus stochastic model
According to deterministic mass action kinetics (Anderson and Kurtz 2011; É rdi and Tóth 1989; Horn and Jackson 1972) , a set of ODEs are derived to determine the concentration of each molecular type at transient time t in the system. Species concentrations are solutions to ODEs, thus are continuous, single-valued functions of time. This model is also named as ordinary differential equation model. Generally, consider a network of r 0 reactions involving s 0 chemical species, S 1 ; . . .; S s 0 in Eq. (1), where t ji ; t 0 ji are nonnegative integers.
ODEs in Eq.
(2) are used to give the time evolution of the system. k i is the reaction rate constant of the ith reaction.
x S j ðtÞ is the concentration of molecular species S j at time t.
x t i in Eq.
(2) is defined in Eq. (3). As soon as the ODEs are solved, the output of the chemical reaction system can be uniquely determined.
When it comes to stochastic models (Gillespie 1976; Anderson and Kurtz 2011) , consider a very simple reac-
. Gillespie (1976) points out the probability that it will occur somewhere inside V in the next infinitesimal time interval Dt is given by:
where c is reaction parameter and k i ¼ Vc i . X A ðtÞ stands for the molecule number of A at time t and X B ðtÞ stands for that of B. Similarly, Anderson and Kurtz (2011) assumes the same probability, taking no account of the volume of the system V, as in Eq. (4). F t is the condition of the available The vector whose jth component is t ji
The vector whose jth component is t 0
The information about the system that is available at time t Molecular computing for Markov chains system information at time t. In Anderson's work, he also models the concentrations of a reaction network as complex random processes composed of Poisson processes.
With this inherent random property of chemical reaction system, Gillespie puts forward a simulation algorithm based on Monte Carlo techniques. Note that for the Gillespie algorithm (Gillespie 1976) , the probability of three or more reactants to collide in the same instant of time is negligible. Therefore, in practice, the number of reactant species for each reaction is never set exceeding two.
Comparison
According to Gillespie (1976) , the mathematical relationship between X s i and x S i is that x s i ¼ X s i =V, which is selfevident. Kurtz (1972) points out the relationship between the two models in certain special cases and more complex systems: the deterministic model is the infinite volume limit of the stochastic one. This implies that the deterministic model is less accurate than the stochastic model when reactions occur in small compartments. The stochastic one takes account of fluctuations and correlations, providing better simulation for reality. If expressed as a stochastic model as mentioned above, a chemical reaction network itself is a random process. When randomness is inherent to chemical reactions, the difference between building stochastic models for CRNs and molecular computation for stochastic problems needs illustrating in case of confusion. When building stochastic models, mathematical theories are utilized to analyze natural networks. In detail, the random variables are concentrations of each molecular type and there may be a multidimensional state space of different concentration values. Molecular computation for stochastic problems is using molecular reactions to solve problems like the steady state distribution of Markov chains or Bayes formula. However, when we solve stochastic problems using molecular reactions, we need to express solutions using these reactions.
For instance, in this paper, probability distributions are conveyed by concentrations. The random variables and state space depend on the particular case to be considered. The motivation as well as the Markov structure is entirely different. The comparison is summarized in Table 2. 3 Methodology
Discrete-time Markov chains
Several essential concepts regarding Markov chains (Bolch et al. 2006) need to be specified in the first place as follows.
Definition 1 A given stochastic process fX 0 ; X 1 ; . . .; X nþ1 ; . . .g at the consecutive points of observation 0, 1, . . .; n þ 1; . . . constitutes a DTMC if the following relation, that is, the Markov property, holds for all n 2 N 0 and all s i 2 S:
In the homogeneous case, the transition probability from state i to j is independent of time n and is defined as:
Vector tðnÞ ¼ ðt 0 ðnÞ; t 1 ðnÞ; t 2 ðnÞ; . . .Þ stands for the state probabilities at time n, where t 0 ðnÞ; t 1 ðnÞ; . . . indicate the corresponding elements in the vector, and t i ðnÞ are the probabilities of being in state i after the n-th transition. The initial probability vector is tð0Þ ¼ ðt 0 ð0Þ; t 1 ð0Þ; t 2 ð0Þ; . . .Þ. If the probability vector tðnÞ converges as n ! 1, the limit vector is called the steady-state probability vector.
Example
Consider a gambler's ruin problem (DeGroot and Schervish 2012) referred as the probability of one gambler winning all the money of another after several rounds of play. Suppose that the probability that gambler A will win one dollar on any given play is p ¼ 0:4 and the probability that gambler B will win one dollar on any given play is 1 À p ¼ 0:6 (the same as the probability that gambler A will lose one dollar in any given game, as there is no tie). Suppose also that the initial fortune of gambler A is 9 dollars and the initial fortune of gambler B is just one dollar. Then the total fortune of the gamblers A and B is k ¼ 10 dollars. We need to determine the probability a i that gambler A wins one dollar from gambler B before gambler B wins 9 dollars from gambler A. If gambler A's fortune ever reaches 0, then gambler A is ruined, hence . . . will be determined. We assume two events under this scenery initially. Suppose that A 1 denotes the event that gambler A wins 1 dollar on the first play of this game and B 1 refers to the event that gambler B wins 1 dollar on the first play of the game. Event W represents the event that the gambler A ultimately wins this game. Then we can achieve the final equation:
Since the initial fortune of gambler A is i dollars ði ¼ 1; . . .; k À 1Þ, then PrðWÞ ¼ a i . If gambler A wins 1 dollar on this play, the next play will be altered into the circumstance that the initial fortune of gambler A is i þ 1. Thus, the value of PrðWjA 1 Þ equals a iþ1 . In the same way, the value of PrðWjB 1 Þ equals a iÀ1 . So we can simplify Eqs. (6) as (7).
Then, we shall let i ¼ 1; . . .; k À 1 in Eq. (7) and substitute a 0 ¼ 0 and a k ¼ 1 in it.
. . .;
With some algebra processing, Eq. (8) can be rewritten as Eq. (9):
Accumulating all the sum of both the left sides and right sides of the equations in Eq. (9), we obtain the solution in Eq. (10):
Then we can get the final solution of a 1 .
After substituting the parameters given above into Eq. (11), we can achieve the final answer of the problem.The required probability a i is given by Eq. (12) through mathematical analysis:
This problem is considered as a DTMC illustrated in Fig.  1 . There are 10 circles in the figure which represent the 10 states of gambler A from t 1 to t 1 0. Indicating that gambler A holds i dollars. The arrows in the figure represent the transition probabilities of each states, states S t 2 ; S t 3 ; . . .; S t 9 may jump to the previous or next state, while states S t 1 and S t 10 are absorbing. Transition probabilities are given by the probabilities of winning and losing. Utilizing this transition property, we try to model it by a chemical reaction network, with each molecular species S t i representing each state S t i as firstly proposed by Salehi et al. (2015a) . In that each reaction has a rate constant k and this k influences the probability of reaction occurring to some degree as in Eq. (4), we endeavour to harness this attribute and map Markov chain's transition probabilities to reaction rate constants. Then the one-to-one correspondence between state transitions and reactions is established. The final network is shown in Eq. (13).
. . .
To obtain the steady state distribution, the Markov chain needs to be assigned an initial distribution. As molecular concentrations are desired to be the system's indicators, the Fig. 1 The probability of winning in an unfavorable game Molecular computing for Markov chains concentration of each molecular species is initialized with the corresponding state's initial probability. Since the initial probability means the value of the probability, the concentration is initialized with a constant. In this problem, gambler A holds 9 dollars in the beginning, therefore tð0Þ ¼ ð0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 1; 0Þ. When xð0Þ ¼ ð0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 1; 0Þ and the network given in Eq. (13) is prperly constructed, the system begins to react and all required to be done is waiting until it reaches equilibrium when the concentrations of each reactants and products of the CRN remain steady, helping processing the computation with the chemical potential energy. Then the final concentrations are the outputs: steady state probabilities, with the concentration of t 1 and t 10 representing the probability of gambler A or gambler B winning the game. Simulations will be given.
Remark 1 As is known, any chemical reaction network itself is a Markov chain, thus it is easily misunderstood that the mapping is a self-evident conclusion. Nevertheless, constructing Markov chain model for a chemical system, the state space is usually determined by concentrations or molecule numbers instead of molecule species. For example, consider the reaction A B and suppose that initially there are two molecules in total and they can be either A or B. The transition is mutual but the overall molecule number remains two. Obviously, X A ðtÞ or X B ðtÞ is a Markov chain with state space f0; 1; 2g. fX A ðtÞ; X B ðtÞg can also be a Markov chain with state space ff0; 2g; f1; 1g; f2; 0gg. In real DNA reactions, the concentration is always scaled to nM or M, which means the molecular number is much larger than two. Therefore, the Markov chain model for the CRN in Eq. (13) is apparently not that in Fig. 1 . The delicately designed structure of this network, happens to be capable of modeling the computation of the chain in Fig. 1 when on a large molecular scale. The correctness of computation is validated through simulation. Such computation can give out a relatively deterministic result as the transients of large amount of molecules will show statistical properties, which satisfies the mass action kinetics.
Design concept
As the gambler's ruin problem is explained in detail, the entire design approach gradually becomes clear and easy to understand. The conclusive framework for the design concept is depicted in Fig. 2 . It is shown in the figure that we can model each state in the target Markov chain by a unique molecular type. Unimolecular reactions are constructed to implement state transitions, with one type of molecule changing into another. Take this figure as an example, the three states of the target Markov Chain can be represented by the three kinds of molecules. Input concentrations are initialized to activate the system and output concentrations provide expected stationary distribution.
The fact that jumps between two states may exist at the same time causes the derived reactions to be reversible. Given that there are k states in all, the reactions to implement this target DTMC are shown in Eq. (14).
In summary, the complete method includes 8 steps as in Algorithm 1. Complexity Analysis The complexity is defined in two dimensions: (1) number of molecular types, (2) number of molecular reactions. In our approach, compared with Salehi's et al. (2015b) , a sets of molecules which called controlmolecules are not required, thus the cost of molecular types is saved. Since each state is represented by one unique molecular type, the number of molecular types equals the number of states k. The number of reactions depends on the particular case. Specifically, if the transitions between two states exist at the same time, one reversible reaction functions to realize them. As one reaction can compute either one transition or two transitions, the number of reactions equals or is smaller than the number of all transitions m. If there are no mutual transitions, all reactions are not reversible and the reaction number meets its maximum value m.
Continuous-time Markov chains
After the DTMC is well synthesized, it is excitingly found that the approach can also be extended to implement CTMC. Some detailed mathematical descriptions are provided here for further formal analysis.
Definition 2 A given stochastic process fX t : t 2 Tg constitutes a continuous-time Markov chain if for arbitrary t i 2 R þ 0 , with 0 ¼ t 0 \t 1 \ Á Á Á \t n \t nþ1 , 8n 2 N, and 8s i 2 S (state space of this chain), the following relation holds: If the limits do exist, it is clear that at any instant of time t, the following relation holds: X j2S q ij ðtÞ ¼ 0; 8i 2 S:
Equation (16) can be modified as:
In the time-homogeneous case, with time-independent transition rates q ij ¼ q ij ðtÞ; 8i; j 2 S and the system of differential Eq. (18), we describe a CTMC as below:
The infinitesimal generator matrix Q ¼ ½q ij ; 8i; j 2 S. If existing for a given CTMC, the steady state probabilities are independent of time and we immediately get: lim t!1 dpðtÞ dt ¼ 0: As specified by the mathematical definition, the only difference between CTMC and DTMC is that for any instant of time, CTMC has a probability distribution pðuÞ, which is called the transient solution. The state space is still discrete here. The proposed method will be able to compute not only the steady state distribution but also the transient solution of an arbitrary CTMC.
Example
Two common cases in queueing theory (Bolch et al. 2006 ) are used to exemplify the computation of transient solution and steady state solution, respectively.
A Pure Birth Process Consider the infinite state CTMC depicted in Fig. 3 representing a pure birth process with constant birth rate k. The only possible transitions are from state k to state k þ 1 with rate k. Note that this is a nonirreducible Markov chain for any finite value of k, so the steady state solution does not exist.
According to the transition graph, the only difference from DTMC is that the transition rate is no longer a value of probability, while the structure is analogous. Hence, the technique can continue to be used, with rate constants modeling transition rates as opposed to transition probabilities. Given that only finite states are feasible in CRNs, we implement this CTMC with a 6-state one, the first 5 transient solutions of which are exactly the same as the pure birth process. The reactions are presented in Eq. (19). The setting of initial concentrations follows the same principle as DTMC. Here, the time evolution of concentrations ideally resembles the transient solutions. Please refer to simulation for details.
A Birth and Death Process When it comes to steady state probabilities, another example serves better to verify our approach. A birth and death process is a Markov chain where transitions are allowed only between neighboring states. A one-dimensional birth-death process is shown in Fig. 4 
Design concept
As clarified by the two cases, it is only slightly different to implement a CTMC. The transition rates instead of probabilities are modeled by the rate constants. The reactions for implementing an arbitrary CTMC are shown in Eq. (21)
Such mapping can, to a great extent, model and implement the CTMC, computing not only the steady state probabilities but also the transient solutions. More specifically, the concentrations of the molecules p i at any instant time t are the same as the probability distribution of the CTMC at time t. In addition, the final counts of p i are the steady state probabilities of the target CTMC. To sum up, the entire procedure contains 9 steps as in Algorithm 2. The complexity is the same as DTMC thus omitted here. Algorithm 2 A general design approach for CTMC.
Require: A given CTMC with initial distribution π i (0) and transition rates q ij or infinitesimal generator matrix Q. 1: Model each state by a molecular type π i . 2: Model each transition rate by reaction rate constant k ij .
3: Model all state transitions by reactions π i k ij k ji π j when q ij > 0. 4: Set the values of rate constants k ij proportional to the transition rates q ij . 5: Set the initial concentrations of molecular types π i according to probability π i (0). 6: Compute the transient solution of the CTMC by the concentrations of π i at any instant of time t. 7: if The steady state solution exists. then 8:
Compute the steady state solution of the CTMC by the equilibrium concentrations of π i . 9: end if
ODE analysis
The correctness of our methodology could be predicted to a great extent by simulation results. However, beyond simulation, the congruence between the ODE model of our designed network and that of the corresponding CTMC can prove the validity in a mathematical way.
Proof According to deterministic mass action, the ODEs of Eq. (21)'s network can be simply derived in Eq. (22).
According to Eq. (18), the differential system to describe the target Markov chain is:
Bringing Eq. (16) into Eq. (23), we have:
It can be found that the form of Eqs. (22) and (24) mirrors each other, thus proving that the solutions of the designed CRN are the same as the transient solutions of the CTMC. Therefore, the time evolution of concentrations can well reflect the transient probabilities at any instant of time. In addition, we define the final concentration of a given molecular type as the concentration of it when t converges to 1. And as such, the final concentrations of p i are the steady state probabilities of the target CTMC. h
Two-order Markov chains
In the previous sections, the Markov processes' transition probabilities depend only on the current state. Such chains are called first-order Markov chains. For the higher-order Markov chains, the transition probabilities depend on the current state and some previous states (Ching et al. 2013) .
In point of fact, any n-order Markov chain can be expressed as a first-order chain with state space S n , where S is the state space of the original chain. Consequently, higherorder Markov chains can be implemented by the approach specified above. Unfortunately, this would exponentially increase the complexity. This problem may be resolved by increasing the dimension of CRNs instead of state spaces.
However, there would exist a trade off between complexity and accuracy. Here we make use of bimolecular reactions to implement second-order Markov chains, where the transition probabilities depend on the latest two states-the current state and the previous state as shown in Eq. (25) .
Example
Higher-order Markov chains are usually used to predict weather because the future weather trend considerably depends on the previous records. Make allowance for such a simple model: tomorrow's weather depends on today and yesterday. Transition probabilities are given in Eq. (26), where d 1 ; d 2 ; d 3 represent day1, day2, day3 and S, R represent sunny and rainy , respectively. The state space is (S, R), clearly. As shown, if the first day and the second day are both sunny, there is a 90% chance that the third day is continuously sunny. If expressed as a first-order Markov chain, the state space will become fðS; SÞ; ðS; RÞ; ðR; SÞ; ðR; RÞg and the state transition diagram can be derived as in Fig. 5 . Instead of modeling each node by one molecular type, we model each state by one molecular type just as we did previously, so only two types of molecule are needed in all. To map each transition into one chemical reaction, it is found from the diagram that either node before or after the transition contains two states, resulting in the reactions' being bimolecular as shown in the right part of Fig. 5 . R and S are the weather of d 1 and d 2 . The arrows represent the states transition of the state space. For each reaction, reactants reflect the two previous states before transition and the two products are states after transition. Four transitions are drawn in dashed lines because the composition of states does not change, unable to form a new reaction. Finally, four irreversible reactions are derived and then simplified into two reversible reactions. The value assignment of rate constants and initial concentrations follows the same principle as in first-order chains. The equilibrium concentrations are expected to compute the stationary distribution and help predict the weather in the long run. What needs to be noted here is that (S, R) and (R, S) are different, and if we hope to calculate this second-order Markov chain accurately, we should employ four molecular types to represent four states. However, when we focus on the steady state distribution, we care about which state will be the eventual state and do not care about the process.
The eventual state contains only one state R or S regardless of how many (R, S) and (S, R) occur during the process. Meanwhile, the information contained in dashed lines of Fig. 5 are complementary to the information in solid lines as the arrows starting from the same state should have a sum of 1 according to probability theory, so merged CRN in Fig. 5 can calculate the steady state distribution. Though the algorithm here cannot distinguish (S, R) and (R, S), it is a tradeoff. It enables us to calculate the steady state distribution with much fewer reactants and reactions.
Design concept
Utilizing a 3-state diagram, the framework for our design concept is summarized in Fig. 6 . In the figure, Each transition produces one corresponding reaction, which has two reactants and two products. The reactants and products share one common molecule. Such implementation encourages the transition into a new state based on the two previous states, with the justified probability. Invalid transitions are unable to add reactions to the network.
The final approach for second-order Markov chains is concluded by 9 steps as in Algorithm 3.
Complexity Analysis If there are k states in all, k molecular types are needed. The number of reactions Fig. 6 Framework for design concept of second-order Markov chains equals or is smaller than the number of valid transitions m. When all transitions are possible, m reaches its maximal value k 3 À k 2 . If the second-order chain is implemented by the approach of first-order chain, k 2 molecular types are required and m's maximal value becomes k 3 À k. Hence, this approach is increasingly efficient as k rises.
Simulation results
In order to ensure the mapping from CRN to real DNA strand displacement reactions is applicable, according to Soloveichik et al. (2010) , two constraints should be satisfied: maximal second-order rate constants are about 10 6 /M/ s; maximum concentrations are on the order of 10 À5 M.
Deterministic simulation
Mathematica and the CRNSimulator package (Soloveichik 2009 ) is used for deterministic simulation in this paper. With CRN listed in Mathematica, the ODEs derived from its inherent mass action kinetics will be abstracted by the package and calculated by the software. It is like the behavioral level simulation in integrated circuit design, which is intuitive and is convenient for verification of design. It offers a smooth output graph.
Gambler's ruin problem As designed above, the unscaled rate constants are 0.4 and 0.6 and the unscaled initial concentration is 1. To add feasibility, the scaled rates are chosen to be 0.4/s and 0.6/s here and the scaled concentration is 10 À9 M. The simulation result is shown in Fig. 7 .
According to the graph, the red and blue curves represent t 10 and t 1 , respectively. the concentrations approximate the accurate result 0.66 and 0.34 along the time line, meaning the probability of gambler A winning one dollar ends up 0.66. After 0.05 h, the error is \ 0:34%.
Pure birth process If initial probabilities are p 0 ð0Þ ¼ 1 and p k ð0Þ ¼ 0 for k ! 1, we can get a closed-form solution for each transient state probability p k ðtÞ ¼ ðktÞ k k! e Àkt ; k ! 0. If the parameter k is considered to be 0.5, the graph is easily obtained by means of MATLAB as depicted in Fig. 8 .
The initial concentration of p 0 is unscaled 1 and those of other molecules are 0. All the rate constants are unscaled 0.5 when k ¼ 0:5. The scaled concentration and rate are 10 À9 M and 0.5/s , respectively. Simulation result is illustrated in Fig. 9 . Comparing the transient solution graphs of CTMC and the simulation graphs of CRNs, they resemble each other perfectly, realizing the desired functionality smoothly.
Birth and death process With the initial state probabilities p 0 ð0Þ ¼ 1 and p k ð0Þ ¼ 0; k ! 1, the steady state probabilities of the system being empty can be obtained to be p k ¼ ð1 À k l Þð k l Þ k ; k ! 0. We specify this solution for k l ¼ 1 2 in Table 3 . Clearly from Table 3 , the steady state probability of p 0 is 0.5, the steady state probability of p 1 is 0.25 and the same is true for the rest of the states. The initial concentration of p 0 is unscaled 1. The rate constants are unscaled 1 and 2. The scaled concentration and rates should be 10 À9 M, 0.1/s and 0.2/s , respectively. The simulation result is shown in Fig. 10 . Compared with Table 3 , the steady state probabilities are computed correctly by observing the final molecular concentrations. Algorithm 3 A general design approach for two-order Markov chain.
Require: A given two-order Markov chain with initial distribution and transition probabilities. 1: Model each state by a molecular type. 2: Model each transition probability by one rate constant. 3: Model each state transition by one bimolecular reaction. 4: Exclude invalid transitions. 5: Set the values of rate constants proportional to the transition probabilities. 6: Set the initial concentrations of molecular types according to initial probabilities. 7: if The steady state solution exists. then 8:
Compute the steady state solution of the second-order Markov chain by the equilibrium concentrations of the corresponding molecules. 9: end if When the simulation error is defined as Eq. (27), the maximal error gradually becomes less along with time as shown in Table 4 .
Weather prediction If sunny is selected as the initial state, the initial concentration of S is unscaled 1. According to 
Stochastic simulation
Gillespie algorithm (Gillespie 1976 ) is used for stochastic simulation in this paper. Different from ODE simulation, Gillespie simulation gives fluctuating curves as opposed to smooth ones. The result is indeterminate thus may deviate from the expected value. Nevertheless, the error can be reduced as the concentration increases. All initial numbers of molecules are selected to be 1000 here for relatively accurate outputs. According to the simulation results in Figs. 12, 13, 14 and 15, concentrations vary above or below precise values in a limited range, effectively estimating the required outputs.
DNA implementation
The methodology for an abstract set of molecular reactions is designed above. The engineered biochemical systems need to be mapped to specific chemical reactions to achieve implementability in real-world wet-lab experiments. In Soloveichik et al. (2010) managed to contrive a DNA strategy for arbitrary hypothetical CRNs with satisfactory performance. It maps formal reactions in CRNs to DNA reactions thus enabling CRNs to be implemented in real world. In our study, such method, with a little modification which makes it more concise and easier to 
A brief introduction of mapping model
In Soloveichik et al. (2010) , the authors propose a mapping method which can be utilized to transform CRNs to DNA strand displacement (DSD) reactions. DSD reaction is one type of cascadable reactions which is widely used in molecular computing. In such reactions, one DNA strand usually consists of short domains called toeholds and long domains. Single-stranded DNA is used as signals and double-stranded DNA usually acts as auxiliary gates (Cardelli 2013). These gates usually have exposed toeholds that initiate reactions. When one signal encounters a gate, if the toeholds match and the signal is able to form a more stable double-stranded species after reacting with the gate, one of the strands of the gate will be displaced by the signal thus generating a new signal. The reaction in Fig. 16 is one example of such reactions. Toehold 1 of signal species X 1 binds with toehold 1 Ã of lower strand of gate G i thus initiating the reaction. As X 1 matches better with the lower strand of G i compared to X 2 which is currently the upper strand of G i , X 2 is displaced from G i and acts as the generated signal. For more details, please refer to Soloveichik et al. (2010) , Cardelli (2013), and Qian and Winfree (2011) .
In Soloveichik's method, one formal reaction in CRN will be divided to several DSD reactions to guarantee implementability in DNA systems. One unimolecular reaction in CRN will be separated to two DSD reactions and one bimolecular reaction in CRN will be implemented by three DSD reactions. Buffering modules are additionally needed for bimolecular systems. Kinetic analysis in Soloveichik et al. (2010) has demonstrated that kinetic features of original CRNs are well approximated using this method. Some important assumptions in that paper will be given in the remainder of this section. 
Unimolecular networks
By carefully observing the network we design for firstorder Markov chains, each reaction has one reactant and one product and the entire system contains only unimolecular reactions. Therefore, if Soloveichik's method is directly used here, it will be a wasteful of DNA resources. Instead of shoehorning our CRN to the model, using the feature that these reactions involve only one reactant and one product, we devise a new DNA method for this typical unimolecular system as in Fig. 17 . According to the figure, we can see that the reaction is implement by the following reactions. Each formal species is modeled by a kind of DNA strand named signal species, with the species identifier defined by one toehold and one domain. Each reaction is implemented by one DNA strand displacement reaction, with one signal species reacting with the auxiliary species G i to produce another signal species. Some constraints on concentrations and rate constants in Soloveichik et al. (2010) are still preserved. The initial concentration of auxiliary species is C max and it is required that maxfx X j ð0Þg ( C max so that the concentrations of gates can be considered constants in a sufficiently short period. q i is the rate constant of the DNA reaction and it is controlled by the binding energy of domains 1 Ã q i and 1, as 1 Ã q i is not a full complement of 1. To ideally approximate the ODE kinetics, it should be satisfied that q i C max ¼ k i . This method is suitable for one-to-one conversion reactions which is common in CRNs, and the rate constant of this reaction can be conveniently adjusted.
Utilizing a reaction network with three molecular species, a more specific mapping is shown in Fig. 18 . Given that different reactions may produce the same hypothetical species, the long domain ''?'' of each signal species is indeterminate. However, each signal species can be uniquely identified by the species identifier.
Remark 2 By changing the length and sequence composition of a toehold domain 1 Ã q i , which is not a full complement of 1, the binding strength and in turn the rate constant can be varied. The rate constants can then be controlled over 6 orders of magnitude (Yurke and Mills 2003; Zhang and Winfree 2009) . However, toeholds are short and have limited sequences. Although distributed over a wide range, not all exact rate constants can be achieved this way. To tackle this problem, concentrations of auxiliary species can be adjusted to fine-tune rate constants (Soloveichik et al. 2010) .
DNA simulations for the three examples with first-order chains are illustrated in Figs. 19, 20 and 21. Note that C max is set as 10 À5 M. DNA kinetics are drawn in dashed lines in contrast with ideal ODE kinetics. Compared to the ideal kinetic behaviors, those presented by DNAs are highly adequate.
Bimolecular networks
Reactions employed to realize second-order Markov chains have two reactants, thus the DNA approach proposed above is no longer effective. Technique proposed by Soloveichik et al. (2010) is directly used here for DNA implementation, where the species identifier is composed of one domain and two toeholds. The result of weather prediction is displayed in Fig. 22 . Notice that the initial concentration in the DNA system is 5 3 Â 10 À8 M in that the buffering-scaling factor c À1 ¼ 5 3 .
Conclusions
In this paper, conjectural chemical reaction networks are shaped for computation of arbitrary time-homogeneous Markov chains, including DTMC, CTMC, and secondorder Markov chains. Not only steady state probabilities but also transient solutions are well synthesized. An original DNA method is proposed for implementing any unimolecular network with only one product in each reaction. Although unimolecular network is very constraining, it is still meaningful since it can reduce the complexity of the reactions. Deterministic, stochastic, and DNA simulations 
